Botswana: Health officials begin to use contact tracing in order to contain the spread of coronavirus.

Ghana: President Nana Addo lifts the partial lockdown.

Ghana: The government uses drones to increase testing outside major cities and begins local production of personal protective equipment (PPE).

Kenya: Judges protest reopening of courts that are not equipped with video conferencing facilities.

Mali: The second round of parliamentary elections take place despite fears of Covid-19 spreading.

Mozambique: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation suspends consular services to foreign NGOs to contain the spread of imported coronavirus cases.

Rwanda: The government makes face masks compulsory and introduces drones to enforce the lockdown.

South Africa: Authorities arrest 12 police officers for corruption and violations of lockdown guidelines.

Zimbabwe: The government extends lockdown by another two weeks to May 3.

Covid-19 Letter: African intellectuals co-sign a statement to the continent’s leaders on how to tackle the virus.

Nigeria: 2K+ on “Microsoft Teams”

Authorities in Kenya detain hundreds of curfew violators.